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Aero India Low on News and
Excitement
The overwhelming sentiment at the 12th
edition of Aero India, currently underway at
Bengaluru is of an airshow that has lost its
spark. As compared to the previous edition
of the show, exhibitors have drastically
pared down their participation in terms of
stall sizes and aircraft on display.

Thales Gets 2.75-inch Rocket
Launcher Order
Thales has received orders from Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) for 2.75-inch
(70-mm) 12-tube rocket launchers to be
fitted on 18 Advanced Light Helicopters and
15 Light Combat Helicopters (LCH). The
orders announced at the ongoing airshow,
call for supply of 135 2.75-inch (70-mm)...
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Aerospace
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FOC for Tejas Light Fighter
India’s Tejas light fighter has formally
received its Final Operational Clearance
(FOC) and Release to Service Document
(RSD), signifying the completion of
development of the Tejas MK1 variant.

Boeing Prepares for India Deliveries
US airframer Boeing, is preparing for a
busy year in India, with deliveries of three
different aircraft types. The airframer will
start deliveries of CH-47F(I) Chinooks and
AH-64E Apache helicopter deliveries...

MBDA Seeks to Grow India Presence
Missile specialist MBDA, which continues
with its successful run in the Indian market,
is seeking to further increase its
marketshare. The company is likely to see
increased orders from the Indian military
for air to air and air to ground weapons for
their fixed wing and rotary wing fleets.

BEL to Proceed with Next Gen
Weapons
Indian state owned defence firm, Bharat
Electronics Limited (BEL), is moving
forward with plans to develop a new
generation of Indian missile systems. At the
ongoing air show, BEL entered into an MoU
with an Indian start-up firm named JSR...

AXISCADES Enters Flight Simulators
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Saab Grows India Presence
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